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Dear orienteers 
 
We wish you a happy new year!  
And we like to propose you for this year an enriching trip to Bulgaria. 
 
As you may know «Cupa Velikden» is the most important and most prestigious club event in 
Bulgarian Orienteering. For this year's edition of «Cupa Velikden» (17. to 21. April 2014) we are 
proud to announce some upgrading. Thanks to new sponsors like e.g. Allianz Bulgaria we are able to 
offer more thrilling competitions to all competitors in classes M21E and W21E: we have doubled the 
prize money. The winners of our World Ranking Event on April 21st will be honoured with 1000 
BGN in cash. This is the highest prize in Bulgarian orienteering so far (see attachment «Elite news» 
for further information). 
 
Of course, we have improved the event for all other competition classes, too. We are able to make 
your participation easier thanks to low-price hotel arrangements. Most hotels in town offer 
accommodation for less than 10 Euro per person. In addition to that, participants from Bulgaria, 
Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, Serbia and Turkey profit from reduced start taxes. The reason for the 
discount is our wish to improve the contacts between the young orienteers in south-eastern Europe. 
For further details please check the attachments.  
 
We have included newly mapped areas and four quite different types of competitions – one-man relay, 
sprint, middle-distance race, long-distance race (WRE). And again «Cupa Velikden» will be a good 
way to explore Bulgarian nature, cuisine and culture off the beaten track. 
 
Last but not least: this year's «Cupa Velikden» is a good opportunity for young orienteers to prepare 
themselves for the Junior World Championships 2014 in Bulgaria (www.jwoc.bg): the mapper of the 
JWOC-maps is responsible for our maps, too. 
 
Please forward this information to other clubs and orienteers in your country, and do not hesitate to 
contact us, if you need more detailed informations. 
 
Best regards and looking forward to welcoming you in Bulgaria 
 
 
 
 
Marc Lettau    Dian Bonev 
Senior Event Adviser   Technical Director 
 
You can find additional news on www.variant5.org and follow us on www.facebook.com/velikdencup  
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